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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not going to go over the access issues – although those are often the most satisfying fixes to make.We're by no means the experts, but we've spent a lot of time thinking about primo.We felt we would cover what we felt others might like to do too



https://www.flickr.com/photos/nagarazoku/20867122/ https://flic.kr/p/KjUA3x
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Pat)There was a group formed to work to make the best of Primo once we got it. I think we all knew this was going to be a big change to the way we present and find materials.PIGS: End of Spring Semester 18 through Fall Semester 18. A group of about 12: Tech Services, Systems, Ref/Inst coordinators as well as reps from special areas: Archive, videos, GovDoc2 hour working meetings last year. We'd have an agenda of things to look at and consider. Either assign homework or get it done in the room.With implementation we shifted into PORecommendingGs: Group make-up shifted somewhat, group is a more representative of the library as a whole 1 hour weekly meet-upsStarted as functionality - > Have moved on to optimization, wackiness, quirks, etc



Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Pat)Display loan length by patron type: “on shelf: 21 days/end of term/end of year”—need to reword because this is a mess; Discussion - brainstorm – wordsmith - SUPRESS Suppress the loan length based on status type when you sign into to PRIMO.  Dawn says we can suppress this.  Do we want to change wording or suppress it all together? Anything that says 21 days changes if you are a grad, faculty or undergrad.  Group agreed that we should suppress loan length based on status. Dawn will see if she can suppress this.    



Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Pat)Load More Results” buttonCasey thinks this should be more prominent and group agreed.  It needs to be bigger and look more like a button.  Either have a box around it or an arrow by it.  Tom will change this.  - Any update?  Dawn is working on this and it will go live 4/26.  She said that she put a purple box around it to make it stand out more.  
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Presentation Notes
(Pat)Weeding (displays as To be deaccessioned—we can make it say anything we want—will bring to PORG) - We recommend “Under Review – inquire at the Reference Desk” instead.  
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Presentation Notes
(Casey)Default includes and older edition of MLA and Harvard (which does not seem to be used much here), we decided as a group to add ASA and Ecology, Chicago Author Date, and Council of Science as well as removing MLA 7th and Harvard.  Will soon add APA 7th.  There is a maximum of 20 available.  Do we want any others? Went back and forth on how to order them, ended on alphabetically.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Pat)Purple: Full-text resourcesYellow: Non-full-text resourcesDotted line oval: resources that are discoverable through alternative indexingSelecting “add resources from other libraries” [expand results] would expose the non-full-text resources as search results.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Casey)As we have run across some of our glitches it has been very important to share this information with the entire library.  The  slides that follow show some of the quirks and work arounds that we have shared with our library faculty and staff since migration. I'm not sure how many of you will run across this particular issue but wanted to share it just in case you have also seen "In transit" and wondered how to deal with it.  Right now in MavScholar, if you notice that something says it is "In Transit"  in the availability area you may think that this means it is actually traveling to the library, perhaps on truck.  On the contrary, this actually means that the item was checked in at a module in the library that is not associated with the item.  For example, if a Gen collection book is erroneously checked in on the ERC module rather than the Circulation module, it will say it is "In Transit".  We sent out an email explaing this and also gave tips on where to look for items that say that they are "In Transit": On their proper place on the shelfin a reshelving areain the ERCperhaps even at the Music library.Another interesting status or NON-status in Primo is Re-shelving - Items that are checked in show in ALMA as in reshelving for a temporary time.  Unfortunately, this is not happening in Primo, so when books are checked in they are showing as available immediately in MavScholar.  We sent another email giving tips to everyone about what to do if they are looking for a physical item and it is not on the shelf:Check the reshelving areas at the Circulation desk, the carts outside the Circulation offices, inside the Circulation office area, and the ERC. Ask a Circ staff member to look in Alma to see when a book last circulated to determine if it is misshelved or lost.If unable to locate the item, fill out a missing item search form, which is a green form found at the Circulation Desk.
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Presentation Notes
(Casey)We found that it was important to send out an email to remind everyone about searching in PrimoBoolean searching - Primo is picky about Boolean searching and advanced searches.AND, OR, and NOT must be in ALL CAPITALS to work as a Boolean term. By default MavScholar searches terms in a string of terms as a phrase.Question Mark (?) will match any one characterAsterisk (*) will work as a truncation Make sure to use parentheses in advanced searches as Primo will search for terms with an AND between them first if parentheses are not used. For example:Search = cats OR dogs AND food = 1,006,596 items Search = dogs OR cats AND food = 1,580,564 itemsSearch = (dogs OR cats) AND food = 453,843Search = (cats OR dogs) AND food = 453,843Search = cats OR (dogs AND food) = 1,006,596 Searches are also seem to be left anchored, meaning that they will give more relevance to the left-most term.  I have not found solid documentation for this though, and need to do further looking.



https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/End_User_Help_-_Classic_UI/Performing_Basic_Searches
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/End_User_Help_-_Classic_UI/Performing_Advanced_Searches%E2%80%8B
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Knowledge_Articles/Boolean_searches_in_Primo_doesn't_work_as_exp
https://libguides.mnsu.edu/c.php?g=76787&p=495795
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Presentation Notes
These next two tips might be something most of you know, but were simple workarounds to not being able to add two facets (to the best of our knowledge), e-books and Magazines.Ebooks – searching: Conduct your search and change the resource type to Books/ebooks (you may need to click Show More) to see it. Then click on Online/Full-text under “Refine Results”Magazines: We have times where we want to just pull magazines, the best way to do this is to limit to "articles" and then non-select Scholarly/Peer-reviewed.
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Presentation Notes
(Pat)Resource Recommender – LibGuides, eBooks MN, Mn Historical Society 
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Presentation Notes
(Casey)We see some other opportunities for using local collections to highlight our resources and have a couple on deck.  The first is "The Reference Shelf", Wilson's selection of books that cover very broad topics.  Because of the breadth of these topics, the phsyical copies are scattered all about the library to be discovered serepididously when browsing.  But between this range of topics and also different formats, we thought bringing them together in a local collection could be a good way to highlight them and point to them on general English Comp LibGuides for example.  Another area where we have pondered adopting this is in our "Supplemental Materials" area in our Educational Reference Center.  Supplemental materials is such dry terminology for a super FUN collection that it would be great to highlight items like our fabulous puppets, multitude of board games, book club kits, and K-12 Textbooks is new and fun ways.  However, before we get TOO excited and jump in , we want to see how much work it will take to maintain these local collections and think about logistics like images.  If the local collection can only pull images from Alma, puppets, for example would be a boring collection that would all look like "this".  I would be willing to be the puppet model but I am unsure of the capabilities (or practicality) of attaching local images :) Another idea that diminishes the maintenance concern a bit would be to create local collections as virtual book displays mimicking our rotating book collections around the library, thus provided our online patrons with access to our temporary topical curated collections.
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Presentation Notes
(Casey)Call number searching – There are actually two issues with call number searching.  Show in Advanced and in Browsing on next slideVideos and streaming media FACET - Barb would like the facet of video to bring back DVD,VHS, and streaming.  There is no collection for online videos. Medium – High priority.   Pat will look into how the video and audio visual searches.  -- Enhancement request in Ex Libris for this from another institution do we want to submit an enhancement request or is the one in there close enoughLanguage facet fixes: We have boosted English results. Facets for language are just not working well, metadata is defining languages improperly?The language facet is not working.  There is an enhancement request in Primo.  Consider voting for this enhancement request.  Search by abstract in advanced search - This is still not possible.  Casey discovered that there is an enhancement request in Primo for something similar. Consider voting for this enhancement request.Abstract not showing in article results. You must click into the full record to show the abstract.  There is a primo enhancement request for hover-over article abstract in results list.  Consider voting for this enhancement request. Bulk Size: During the discussion of “Load More Results”, Justine brought up Bulk size (how many results are displayed on a page). It was decided that 20 results per page would be better than the 10 that display now.(Pat)Open URLResource type issues Reference entries, research datasets, text resources, “other”.  What do these resource types include? For example: theses are lumped under “dissertations” or “manuscripts”. We should define the resource type list, revisit the labels, and see what is showing up in these resource types. May be a result of bad metadata.  This needs to be investigated further.   Medium/Low priority.  Good search term is Mozart. 
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